The only editor to work with both Godard and Truffaut, Agnès Guillemot’s career spans from the beginning of La Nouvelle vague in the 1960s to the sexual radicalism of Catherine Breillat at the turn of the century. I talked to Agnès in her home in Paris, where she was then living with her husband Claude, a film-maker in his own right. My friend, Sarah Hickson, joined me to lubricate the conversation for which I am immensely grateful. I started, as usual, by asking Agnès about her background.
I am a war child from a modest background in the north of France, Roubaix. During the war there was not much cinema. Our studies were done in the cellars with air raids in the background. I did not feed on films when I was young. I went on studying. I read a lot and went on to study philosophy. But the arts were revealed to me, not by the dialecticals or intellectuals, but by the poets and their world and philosophy.

The art that appealed most to me was music. Unfortunately I had been unable to learn it. I would have liked to become a conductor and I discovered that cinema is music and that editing is like being a conductor. I would not be able to invent themes, to be a composer, but I can produce orchestrations – I can adapt things therefore I can edit.

In fact I did not have any manual dexterity. I could not draw – editing gave me all that. It did not come from the head – it came through the rhythm, the music, the poetry, which brought me to the meaning of things. One had to listen, feel, receive and then transmit. This is how I came to it – not through my family.

We lived in the north during the textile crisis, during the war. My mother was a maths teacher. I had an unhappy childhood. It does not prepare one for the cinema. I was a student in Poitiers. Then I discovered music (discovering something late has many good points), what music meant. A discovery in depth – music in its entirety, its vastness – as well as an analytical approach – it engulfed me from all directions.

I had not been brought up with the radio on all the time – I never had a gramophone (record player). I was addicted neither to films nor to music. You can count on your fingers the number of films I saw as a child. One day the school took us to the cinema. It makes me laugh because of ‘Les Carabiniers’. It was a film on animals: a bear was disappearing at the bottom of the screen – I got up to see it go! It always reminds me of the shot in Carabiniers where the young actor, Michel Ange, goes to the cinema and wants to touch the woman at the bottom of the screen and tears it. It was the same naivety. His discovery was like mine, but I was young.

Nothing prepared me for it but then I discovered the role of the conductor. When I saw a film on Roberto Benzi, who was a child prodigy conductor in the 1950s, I said to myself this is what I want to do. Not with music – with what I did not know – but I would find out.
I had finished my degree, in philosophy, and I thought about the cinema – its role, its meaning, its ethos – all that, and I wanted to write a thesis on this. But I went to IDHEC and editing seduced me. It was not out of an inability to do anything else – it was a deliberate choice. It was meant for me.

I could not have been a director – I cannot invent stories. Editing has one marvellous thing – you are alone with the material and you listen. I use many metaphors, metaphors you use when talking about painters and sculptors. They look at a landscape, a stone; the stone inspires them to do this or that. Editing is the same. The material is given by somebody else, but I listen to it afresh. I do not try to make it mine, I try to make it produce what it can do. The object is inside – it must be made to come out. It is exactly this – I listen, I look a long time with all my being and I extract what the director wants.

I do not rush and produce some mechanical cuts – all this is not what is real. Everybody can do this but it does not make a film. To give birth to the true film is my passion. I am very lucky, I am very modest and I do not mind doing this for somebody else. On the contrary, I can ‘be’ the other person – enter his skin, feel what he wants to say, empathise completely, be one with the other. I can go very far in that direction – it can become like an addiction, but it is instrumental in the formation of a good editor.

When I edited my first Truffaut after having edited for Godard, some friends of Truffaut said, but she is going to do a ‘Godard’. Completely idiotic – it was too much praise and at the same time not being understood at all. I deliver a Truffaut from Truffaut, a Godard from Godard. I do not mix things up. Film buffs recognise a film edited by me not because of some special seal but through sheer research and attention – I reach a certain truth, a strength. You could think of such and such a piece of music conducted by such and such a conductor and you recognise the conductor’s hand. I have not written the music, but I conduct it.

I have been very lucky. Of all the films I have edited, I only regretted doing one (I will not tell you which one) and it is not the worst of all the films I edited. Some were very good, others more indifferent, but in all of them I thought it was worth giving something of myself. Some films I refused to take because the directors do them so as to be ‘somebody’ in social circles. They do not care a damn about their
films. I am not at the service of the director – I am at the service of the film. Otherwise I quit. People who want to shine in society alongside a director are legion: I can’t.

*************

When I arrived in Paris, my degree in philosophy in my pocket, I thought I would do some work in depth on the cinema, its aims and responsibilities, its meaning, its ethics. To be right in it I did IDHEC. My parents were all for it, my mother being herself in teaching. It was a good place to learn, to be in the middle of things. I preferred the way IDHEC was run in those days. Some said it did not let students’ genius develop. This is wrong. Genius is not given by any school – either you have it or you don’t.

At IDHEC we knew that the cinema is a team effort. At La FEMIS I saw the director on his own in the cutting room, editing his own film. It is not right. The director is not the best person to deliver his film. He delivers what he thinks is best, but he does not know it all. The greatest directors have always worked with editors.

It is true, later on, Godard with his sense of humour said ‘I edited my films myself when I saw how easy it was’, but this was after having edited a dozen films with me. I was his only editor, although there had been some substitutes when I was pregnant or editing another film. But even in his first political films he had an assistant – an assistant not a partner in editing. After he did it on his own when he discovered video and he meditated at length on virtual editing thinking one could mix film and video. For years he pondered about this and I could not follow him on those tracks. In the end he again separated one from the other. In Telerama he said: ‘He who makes films like they were video is a dunce; he who makes video as if it were film is also a dunce’. From then on he separated the two.

He did try to make films where he mixed both. ‘Passion’ despite being a success is not completely a film. The first he did really with his own money and which meant a lot to him was ‘Je vous salue, Marie’ on film. This year of reflection led him to see that different methods give different results. I am not saying that you must not do any videos but you must not think that if you make video instead of
a film, on film you will have the same thing. The thinking time (during editing) does not take place in the same way. It is a solitary work that has no transmission of knowledge. It is terrible; the constant work at night – abnormal working conditions. On top of that the producer thinks it’s easy.

On my last film, ‘Selon Matthieu’, I fell ill. When I was getting better they sent me a cassette of the film. The director and the producer had done a version to ask me what I thought. Abominable! There is no distance. You must take the audience on a voyage of discovery, whereas in their version they knew everything before the end, and I do not think that films can be edited like this. In France the Cinema is being invaded by the power of TV. If TV does not want such an actor you do not shoot the film. It is frightening.

I am glad that the end of my career coincided with the compulsory use of video. In 1966 I cut ‘Mémoires d’un jeune con’ on Avid and they then printed it on 35mm. The director, Patrick Aurignac, spent seven years in prison and wrote a script based on his experiences. I found this worthy of interest. The producer, to save money, made him direct his film and it went to his head. He was not up to it – it would have been a worthy film but he was badly advised. He committed suicide. It was worth breaking my beliefs for, but I wish it had a better ending.

Since I retired I have been working as an adviser on films shot on video. I always use the same technique. I will not say straight away after looking at it, it’s fine or no, something is wrong. I will say – we watch the film together and then you go and have lunch. I think and then two hours later I will tell you the result.

When I watched a film I would treat it as I would a music manuscript – I would divide it into movements. I can tell you that timing the pieces made it obvious, allowed a dialogue with the director, showed why it did not work – a question of rhythm. If you try to explain to them, make speeches, they do not understand. If you tell them you have two sequences lasting exactly the same and which say more or less the same thing they understand. Even working in Avid I did some scenes like this to be able to discuss them.

*************
Agnès then decided to show me the way she prepared her dubbing sheets – using music manuscript paper horizontally instead of the industry norm of vertical.

Example of dubbing chart designed by Agnès Guillemot (Courtesy of Agnès Guillemot)
My first ‘score’ was with Godard on ‘Le Petit Soldat’ and he called them ‘my little trains’. In France we used to prepare mixing sheets vertically. Why vertical – they used to answer me – because the film unthreads vertically. I do not see the relevance. On my ‘score’ I would indicate the main shots (i.e. the image), direct sound, dubbing and all similar effects – played on the same ‘instrument’. It allowed us to divide it up in a more musical way.

My husband who did some editing – he is not an editor he is a director – used to say, you are not going to do like everybody else, with vertical sheets, it is ridiculous. Together we realised it was much more ‘crafty’ to do them horizontally. In the vertical sheets we had big long columns and to know what was happening in parallel made very difficult reading. Moreover one would not prepare the charts in advance. I prepare in advance where my assistants must put the sound. Before they put it where there is an empty column. There was no planning. In ‘Virtual’ they found out what I used to do, the horizontal way (timeline), it is obvious.

Godard said I should give them to the Cinémathèque. This one is ‘Le Mépris’ (shows me example). Everybody speaks of the shot in this film – so beautiful; ‘Do you like my feet, etc.’ In fact it is not the original version; before we went straight from the cameraman, Raoul Coutard, who arrived with his camera, to Jack Palance, who was coming out of the studio. The Americans said there is not enough sex. Godard added the scenes of Bardot naked. The scenes are peppered here and there. He added that travelling shot on the bed – everybody thinks it is superb. I get cross – it was superb to go directly from the credit to the film in one shot. Now one speaks about the splitting up of time but it was not like this – it was a much more linear, simple film. When he had to put things for the Americans he did his best (superb shot where they are sitting on the settee and he strokes her legs, interspersed with shots of her on a carpet, red, white and blue). It was a long shot (continuous) but it was cut to put in these censored shots. It was painful – I have the proof in these documents.

Agnès shows me the various versions.

With ‘Vivre sa Vie’: when he shot he knew exactly what he was going to do – no discussion. He was the only one (and even his
friends of the Nouvelle Vague were astounded by this) who knew. He ‘saw’ his film before actually shooting it. There were very few things he did not know. We hesitated a few little times but for most things it was a logical continuation of what preceded it. It was in his head.

We spoke very little. We were two shy guys. We understood each other’s body language. I was on the editing machine – he was next to me. I run the film – when he thinks we should stop, I stop. We look again – we stop at the same point. We spoke very little. When there were doubts – it happened once or twice on some travelling shots in relation to the music – he would say ‘underline the strong beats in white – I will sit down and mark them’ – he used a yellow marker. When we looked at the film the yellow and white coincided. He said ‘it won’t be possible to say we did not get on’. Sometimes things would surprise me, but I would listen.

In the book ‘Godard by Godard’ in the piece ‘Montage mon beau souci’ (Montage my beautiful concern) he said ‘To direct is a look to edit is a beat of the heart’. Our hearts beat at the same rhythm – we did not need to speak. Take ‘Les Carabiniers’. There is a scene in the woods; the partisans are ambushed by the so-called soldiers. One of them removes a partisan’s cap and fair hair falls to her shoulders. The gesture is done twice – in closeup and again in a wider shot. We tried to do a classical link, but it did not have the same import as it did when we used both shots.

I put them both together again and Godard said ‘How are we going to justify this?’ and I said ‘we can say, he did it and when he did it he asked himself why he did it – he does it again to know how he did it’. It is the only thing I said to Godard. It was a bit twisted – not an explanation, only a word here and there. For the sake of equilibrium we needed other ‘double raccord’ (repeat actions) in the film, but they were less moving than this first one.

Godard’s films are impeccably constructed. The only time that censorship came into his films was in ‘Le Mépris’. He was furious because he knew that if you take off a beat the whole thing may fall. I learnt this with him: equilibrium. What I learnt with him is that genius is caring passionately. I told this to Nicole Garcia who did not understand at first, but saw the truth of it later on. One reacts differently as an actress than as a director. Her films are good. She
was good. I ended my career as an editor with ‘Romance’. Good film – great dignity of female sexual pleasure – not pornographic.

‘Vivre sa Vie’ is a masterpiece. There are different categories of film in Godard – for instance contemplative films, of which ‘Vivre sa Vie’ is the prototype. ‘Bande à part’ is something else. I worked with Godard in the first ten years of his career. He then stopped to make his political films and then his research. When he started again he did not want an editor. He was not sure of himself but he was sure he had ‘perfect pitch’ as far as films were concerned.

He could not stand people talking on the set. They prevented him from listening. He looked at everything with an open eye. His films were not expensive – he shot very quickly – he knew exactly what he was going to do. He extracted from things all that could be extracted. I see him walking in the location of ‘Masculin, Feminin’, a bistro. He sent all the team to the next bistro to be in peace, and he ‘felt’ the set. When he asked people to come back he knew exactly where to put them. It was not as things were done then – we are going to do a shot here and there – he would do long tracks. He did not change things without a reason. He found things in the workplace – no known recipes.

Jean Douchet in his book on the New Wave said we were not aware of what we were inventing or discovering – we lived it intensely but without saying to ourselves we are inventing new things. On the whole people do not like it when I say this. Anna Karina in an interview describes Godard as an intellectual, but I do not think this is the right term. He is marvellously intelligent but not an intellectual. The other day I was asked why did he want to do a science fiction film with ‘Alphaville’. I answered, he did not decide to do a science fiction film. He went looking for locations for ‘Une Femme Mariée’ – he was looking for locations in Orly airport, which was being built. He saw the basements, the odd buildings – at the time the atomic bomb was in the headlines. He saw the swimming pool in the airport – a new thing at the time. The film was to be called, ‘A new adventure of Lemmy Caution’. When he saw all these settings it all crystallised and became the elements of what became a science fiction film,
linking the swimming pool and the interrogations, as in certain countries at the time. At the time and even now people do not realise that it is a ‘true’ science fiction – there are no special effects. Here it is the daily routine, which creates the science fiction.

Godard looked at everything with passion. He found things in everyday life when he walked, listened, found things for his scripts. He listens. It is while walking in the street, seeing the girls in the street, that ‘Vivre sa Vie’ started. There is an expression of a novelist – ‘Sculpture came up from his feet’. Inspiration came from his feet to the heart. It is tactile, physical. Intellectuals would talk at conferences on Godard, but when Godard came they did not ask him any questions. Vampires, they live off Godard’s films but the person does not interest them.

I divide people between the earthly and the pure spirit. Godard told me he was visual/audio and I was audio/visual. I was an audio tactile. This is why I could not work in virtual. I have to touch the film. In the last film of Godard, a reflection on the cinema, he edits a film with a female assistant who is blind. He gives her a piece of film and asks her to put the sound on it.

A producer once said, he hasn’t done any splicing for three days. He spends his time looking at the film backwards, looking at the same scene. I am sure this is how one should edit ones film – not by rushing to do the first splice. I had to fight with the producer at first. They wanted me to edit the first sequence to find the results, but it does not mean that the final editing will be the same. You have to see the whole film – I have to explain this to directors.

Once Catherine Breillat called me to come to her aid. She had told her editor to edit the first sequence between two characters. She said the editor had sabotaged the sequence. When I came I saw why it did not work. We saw the characters later on – we discover their tempo – their dialogue. She had edited this tac/tac/tac quickly. Whereas it was two characters that took their time to speak; the editor must see the whole of the film.

In French films music is used as an illustration – not a good use of music and sounds. Godard always uses direct sound except in ‘Le Petit Soldat’ because of Anna Karina’s accent. He wanted to show the sound level. We are not conscious of the sound level we hear.
(He was in the editing room for the image but not for the sound – he was in the bistro downstairs.) In ‘Le Petit Soldat’, at the beginning, a car arrives silently, one does not hear the brakes, sound of a match, car goes, one hears nothing – then music.

By the way, I did not know Godard before I worked with him. He had asked one of my former pupils in IDHEC if she knew somebody who was not deformed by traditional films who could edit his film.

In ‘Ume Femme est une femme’ Anna Karina gets up, goes to the bistro. She is inside, asks for a ‘green’ crème – goes out in the street, lots of noise, the shot after – no more noise. It was to make us hear the sound level that you normally do not hear, like abstract music. With the Italians we sent them an International copy (sound mix without dialogue) with the cut. They thought there was a mistake and they reintroduced the sound everywhere – put sound in the ‘hole’.

He sees it as his rhythm that he adds to the music. He always said that he is not a musician himself and discovered music later on. He had a tremendous ear – he did not want to use music to illustrate things, to accompany. He wanted music that would talk with the other sounds in the film – a dialogue – not music to make things smoother, easier to understand, to create false emotions. Sometimes I hear people say here it is not too good, let us put some music.

‘Le Mépris’ was the only time when he used a score – Delerue – good collaboration. He did not cut it. In the scene in the music hall, normally you would lower the music when people talk – here he cuts it: no half-measures.

*************

I worked with Truffaut from ‘Baisers Volés’, because Claudine Bouché was not available. We got on well with ‘Baisers Volés’, the way one got on with Truffaut. Truffaut was not bothered by how one makes a film, how one puts things together. He is the spectator – he wants to see the result, not the know-how. I was completely puzzled. Godard never shot a scene from different angles saying we will choose, but Truffaut did it. Naively I thought he was going to say I want this or that in closeup on such characters. He said nothing, do what you like, disconcerting but exciting.
'Baisers Volés' was edited in quite a new way. For instance the scene where Lonsdale comes to see the private detective and says nobody loves me, when you sell shoes you are a shoe-nick twenty-four hours a day. In principle one puts a wide shot then one gets nearer, then closeup. Looking at the film I thought this is ridiculous – why do this? Lonsdale was fantastic in medium closeup and closeup. I went from one to the other to take the best.

Truffaut asked why did you do this? I said I do not want the best things to stay in the rushes, discarded. He accepted the principle of the thing after we projected it. When it was alright he would not say much but when it did not work he would say so. He was jealous of Godard. I suffered from having worked with Godard but I was proud of it. Truffaut did not use me without letting me know – it was his way. During ‘Domicile Conjugal’ one scene with Claude Jade was causing problems. He said we should not edit it this way. I said I had tried everything – can you come to the editing room. Then he was mad. He did not know what to say – he hated it.

‘Baisers Volés’, ‘L’Enfant sauvage’ and ‘La Sirène du Mississipi’ are his three best films. ‘Domicile Conjugal’ I like least. Truffaut was very susceptible. Jealousy and his unfaithfulness were his worst defects. He needed to love and be loved. His films went by fours. Of his editors only Martine Barraqué did more.

When I was on the dole I went to see a director – a lover of film – Pierre Tchernia. He was making a film that I do not like – ‘Le Viager’. He told me ‘I do not do Godard’. Later on when somebody said that to me I would reply ‘it is a shame you don’t’. There is a very poignant article by Godard in Telerama. After his accident he tried to start again. ‘I have to start from scratch, as if I had not done anything before’.

Truffaut shot in a more traditional way. His trademark is his sensitivity. There is a charm that is Truffaut – it comes from the way he learnt about the cinema when he was very young – he likes cliché. With Godard it was the opposite so for me it was sometimes difficult. The cliché which may cost me my work with him was in ‘Domicile Conjugal’. Claude Jade has a child. Léaud comes home late – meets his in-laws at the bottom of the stairs. Truffaut shot two versions: one where the in-laws said, ‘Be nice to her, she had a lot of
pain, she went through a lot’ the other ‘You have a lovely little boy, be happy and nice with her’. Earlier in the film we had been told that she was listening to a record about childbirth without pain – automatically I chose the second version. Truffaut said to me ‘why did you choose this one?’ I said ‘If you shoot her listening to the record, you are not going to traumatise generations of young women’. It was bad faith. In the scene where Claude Jade and Leaud meet again she says ‘now you are proud of your son, but before, you dropped me’. He betrayed her with the Japanese girl – it was bad faith.

Godard says ‘the cinema is a question of morality’. It was contrary to my belief to put the first version. For Truffaut it was better to put the more hackneyed idea. Women suffer and to hide the fact she was putting on a face because her partner had betrayed her. He took my version but he was not a moralist. I was nearer to Godard.

With Truffaut there was no joy in the cutting room. Once I had a big bouquet and a telegram for ‘Baisers Volés’: ‘make the film how you like, I shot it thinking of other things (it was 1968) I trust you completely, do as if I were dead’ I found this note after Truffaut’s death. In June 1968 all the technicians were on strike. He had asked me if we could go and do one projection without saying anything to anybody. I said no. I did not like it, it was contrary to my principles. I do not see why I should have given in.

I am very severe on ‘La Nuit américaine’. It presents the cinema to the public in the same way that Cinémonde would show it to the reader. This is why I share Godard’s view who wrote to him: ‘From a cinéaste who is such a film buff you should have been more faithful’. One could have done better on a film about film. When I saw it, it annoyed me.

I did not like this line in ‘Baisers Volés’: ‘politeness is better than being sincere’ – I do not think so. In the scene when Delphine Seyrig comes in the room it was not easy. The frame when he is clowning in his bed – it was not very well directed – and hard to find some reactions. She is superb – I love the scene when he is on top of the ladder in the shoe shop and sings.

In ‘Le Sirène du Mississipi’ there were lots of aphorisms: ‘I love you because you are loveable’! One could not discuss with him.
Not even Suzanne Schiffman – she was wonderful – she just died. She understood Truffaut. She had worked with Godard too. When they split it was very painful. I do not like to speak too much of my work with Truffaut. It is good to admire and I do not admire him that much. At first it was possible when he was in love with Catherine Deneuve. He went to Brittany and left the film with me, in full confidence. Then when he broke with Deneuve – I knew he would not take me again. He had an extraordinary wife, Madeleine Morgenstern.

Yann Dedet and Martine Barraqué went on the set. I never did – or I went out of politeness. Truffaut liked people to go. When I see a film being shot it has not the same mystery for me as when I discover it in the projection room. It is fantastic, the editor seeing it for the first time. This does not happen in video – everybody has seen everything as it happens. One’s eyes are polluted by so many shots.

Anna Karina says in an article ‘to make films one has to take everything seriously’ – I add to this ‘except oneself’. One has to be modest:

Shall we drink a coffee now?
Films to View

It is difficult to imagine the impact Jean-Luc Godard’s films might have on a new generation since jump cuts and other ways in which he broke the conventional syntax have been absorbed into cinema long since. However I would still encourage new explorers to watch *Breathless* and all the films Agnes worked on through to *Weekend* but not forgetting *Pierrot le fou*, which was edited by Francoise Collin who went on to edit for Godard a number of times and had earlier cut *Chronique d’un ete* for Jean Rouch, which might well have brought her to Godard’s attention. *Chronique d’un ete* or *Chronicle of a Summer*, which starts with a series of random interviews on the streets of Paris from which the leading characters are chosen was particularly organic in its evolution as Rouch and his co-filmmaker sociologist Edgar Morin used an unusual approach deciding at each turning point what next to focus on, sometimes discussing their options on camera. Though fictional, *Pierrot le fou* also contrives a complicity with the audience and both films depend on the craft of editing for their seductive effect.

Agnes is hard on Truffaut because she disapproved of his character but she was also unfortunate in editing for him in mid-career. Whilst Godard was more radical both politically and aesthetically Truffaut had a natural flair with the medium and his first three films are as good a start to a director’s career as any in the history of cinema. *Les Quatre cents coups*, *Tirez sur le pianiste* and *Jules et Jim* are not only superb in every aspect including the editing but they are surprisingly different from each other. The first is based on Truffaut’s own childhood, the second is an adaptation from an American pulp novel by David Goodis and the third from an early twentieth century memoir/diary by Henri-Pierre Roche. In each case the style including the montage cleverly reflects the subject material. Truffaut also revived late on with for instance *La Chambre Verte* in 1978 a reflection on mourning the dead only six years before his own early demise.